NORTH BAY COOPERATIVE LIBRARY SYSTEM
RESOLUTION #495

WHEREAS: Jeanne DeMars was an active participant on the NBCLS Board of Directors from August 2000 to June 2001; and

WHEREAS: Jeanne DeMars understood how a cooperative system could vastly expand the resources and services of a small library;

WHEREAS: Jeanne DeMars made the resources of the Solano College Library readily available to the members of the cooperative system;

WHEREAS: Jeanne DeMars provided the leadership to create the opportunity for NBCLS to consider bibliographic standards for member catalogs to improve interlibrary loan service;

BE IT RESOLVED: that the NBCLS Board of Directors offers its sincere appreciation for all of her many contributions to NBCLS.

Adopted Unanimously this seventh day of June, 2001.

Attest:__________________________
Deborah Mazzolini, Chair

Attest:__________________________
Annette M. Milliron, Clerk of the Board